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In this paper, we introduce concepts of almost periodic topological in short,
.  .APT equivalence and almost periodic structural in short, APS stability of
differential systems, and a necessary and sufficient condition for APS stability of
differential systems. Furthermore, we discuss the inheritability of the APS stability
and density of APS stable differential systems in a certain space of uniformly
almost periodic differential systems. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of structural stability has been generalized to some cases of
nonautonomous differential systems and infinite-dimensional dynamical
systems because of the obvious and penetrating practical importance of it
w xin the classical theory of dynamical systems 1, 2, 6]17, 19]21 .
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In this paper we will study almost periodic structural stability for
nonautonomous almost periodic differential systems. An almost periodic
differential system, roughly speaking, is almost periodic structurally stable
 .precise definitions are given later in case a small almost periodic change
in the right-hand side in the system yields a perturbed differential system
whose solution cure family is qualitatively the same as that of the original
differential system, especially almost periodicity.
Our results show that, for nonautonomous almost periodic differential
systems, almost periodic structural stability is equivalent to exponential
dichotomy of a variational system of the original system, and has an
inheritance. And we show that almost periodic structurally stable nonau-
tonomous differential systems are dense everywhere in a certain space of
nonautonomous almost periodic differential systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In the rest of Section 1, we introduce
some basic definitions. In Section 2, we give the main results of this paper.
In Section 3, we prove these results with some lemmas. Finally, in Sec-
tion 4 we give an example of the Shrodinger equation with nonlinearÈ
uniformly almost periodic perturbation.
We consider uniformly almost periodic differential systems
dx
s f t , x 1.1 .  .
dt
dy
s f t , y , 1.2 .  .
dt
1 n.  .  . nwhere f , f g C R = D, R , f t, 0 s f t, 0 s 0, D is a domain in R
and 0 g D, and f and f are uniformly almost periodic functions of t with
respect to x.
 .  .DEFINITION 1.1. Systems 1.1 and 1.2 are said to be almost periodic
 .topologically APT, for short equivalent in a neighborhood of the origin of
n   .  . .R denoted by 1.1 ; 1.2 or f ; f if there exist a domain G: 0 g G ;
D ; Rn and a uniformly almost periodic function h: R = G ª Rn in
t g R uniformly on G such that
 .  .i h t, x ª 0 uniformly on t, when x ª 0;
 .ii for each fixed t g R,
h ? s h t , ? : G ª I G .  .  .t t
 .is a homeomorphism, where I G denotes an image set of G under h ;t t
 .  . y1 .  .iii g t, ? s h t, ? admites i , and is a uniformly almost periodic
function of t;
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 .iv for any x g G, t g R, let the maximal existence interval of the0 0
 .  .  .   ..solution x t, t , x in G of 1.1 be T , T , then h t, x t, t , x is a0 0 1 2 0 0
 .  .solution of 1.2 for t g T , T .1 2
Note that h, in Definition 1.1, is called an APT equivalent function from
f to f, and a G APT equivalent domain of f and f. We will show that
APT equivalence is an equivalent relation in Section 3.
 .DEFINITION 1.2. The system 1.1 is said to be almost periodic struc-
 .turally denoted by APS, for short stable with respect to a topological
 .space S if there exists a neighborhood N f of f in the space S such that
 .f ; f for every f g N f , where S is an almost periodic function space.
w xDEFINITION 1.3 3, 5 . For the linear differential system
dx
s A t x , t g R 1.3 .  .
dt
 .if there exist a fundamental matrix X t , a projection P, and two constants
a ) 0 and b G 1 such that
y1X t PX s F b exp ya t y s for t G s .  .  . .
y1X t I y P X s F b exp ya s y t for t F s, .  .  .  . .
 .  .then the system 1.3 is said to admit an exponential dichotomy on R
 .with the projection P and constants a and b , where A t is a continuous
and bounded n = n matrix function on R, I is the n = n identity matrix,
5 5and ? is the Euclidean norm.
The autonomous system dxrdt s Ax has an exponential dichotomy
if and only if the constant matrix A has no eigenvalue with zero real
w xpart 3, 6 .
 .We assume, throughout this paper, that the system 1.3 is the varia-
 .  .  .tional system of the system 1.1 at zero solution, that is, A t s D f t, 0 .x
w x  .DEFINITION 1.4 18 . For the system 1.3 , if there exists l g R such
that
dx
s A t y lI x . .
dt
has no exponential dichotomy on R, then l is said to be a spectral point of
 .  .1.3 . The set of all spectral points of 1.3 is said to be the spectral set
 .  .of 1.3 , and is denoted by s A .
 .  .In general, s A consists of k k F n closed intervals, that is,
k
w x w xs A s a , b and a , b l a , b s B i / j . .  .D i i i i j j
is1
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 .The system 1.3 is said to have pure point spectrum if all closed intervals
w x  .  .a , b 1 F i F k F n in s A degenerate to points. It is obvious that thei i
autonomous system dxrdt s Ax has a pure point spectrum. Hence, the
 .linear periodic differential system dxrdt s A t x has also a pure point
spectrum by the Floquet theory for linear periodic differential systems and
the invariance property of a spectral set under Lyapunov transformation
w x18 .
w x  .DEFINITION 1.5 13, 15 . The system 1.3 is said to be a system with
 .  .  .integral separation if it has a basis of solutions x t , x t ,???, x t1 2 n
satisfying
x t x s .  .iq1 i bqa  tys.G e 1.4 .
x s q 1 x t .  .iq1 i
for 0 F s F t, i s 1, 2,???, n y 1, where b and a ) 0 are constants.
It has been proved that such a system with almost periodic coefficient
matrix is almost periodic kinematically similar to the diagonal system
dxi s p t x , i s 1, 2,???, n , 1.5 .  .i idt
 .  . <  . < where p t s drdt log x t , thus has a pure point spectrum see Re-i i
w x.marks in 15, p. 193 .
2. MAIN RESULTS
A function f : R ª Rn is called an almost periodic function if for each
« ) 0, the «-translation set of f
<T f , « s t g R f t q t y f t - « for all t g R 4 .  .  .
is a relatively dense set in R. t is called the «-period for f. A function
f : R = Rn ª Rn is called an almost periodic function for t uniformly
on R = Rn, if for each « ) 0 and any compact subset W ; Rn, the «-trans-
lation set of f
<T f , « , W s t g R f t q t , x y f t , x - « .  .  .
for all t , x g R = W 4 .
is a relatively dense set in R. t is called the «-period for f.
Let B1 be a set of all uniformly almost periodic functions f g
1 n.  .  .C R = D, R with f t, 0 s 0 and D f t, x bounded in R = D. Thenx
B1 is a normed linear space in the norm
15 5f s sup f t , x q sup D f t , x , .  .B x
tgR , xgD tgR , xgD
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where D ; Rn is a bounded domain including the origin of Rn. DS s
  . 14dxrdt s f t, x N f g B is a metric space. The distance in DS is defined
 .  .  .  .as follows: for two systems A : dxrdt s f t, x and A : dxrdt s f t, x1 1 2 2
 . 5 5 1in DS, r A , A s f y f . Let AP be the set of systems dxrdt sB1 2 1 2 1
 .A t x with almost periodic coefficient matrix. Then AP is a normed space1
by defining the norm
5 5A s sup A t x q sup A t . .  .1
tgR , xgD tgR
Our main results in this paper are
1  .  .THEOREM 2.1. Let f g B with lim D f t, x s D f t, 0 uniformlyx ª 0 x x
 . 1on t. Then the system 1.1 is APS stable with respect to the space B if and
 .only if its ¨ariational system 1.3 at zero solution admits an exponential
dichotomy on R.
1  .  .THEOREM 2.2. Let f g B with lim D f t, x s D f t, 0 uniformlyx ª 0 x x
 . 1on t. Then the almost periodic structural stability of 1.1 with respect to B is
 . 1inheritable in the sense that if 1.1 is APS stable with respect to B , then the
 . 1  .system 1.2 is also APS stable with respect to B for e¨ery f g H f , where
 .H f is a hull of f.
THEOREM 2.3. The systems which ha¨e almost periodic structural stability
with respect to B1 are dense e¨erywhere in DS.
3. THE PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
In order to prove our main results, we first establish the following
lemmas.
5  .5 5  .5LEMMA 1. h t, x and g t, x , in Definition 1.1, are positi¨ e definite
functions.
5  .5Proof. If h t, x is not positive definite, then there exist a ) 0 and
 4  4 n 5  .5  .sequences t ; R and x ; R such that h t , x ª 0 k ª q`k k k k
5 5  .and x G a . From iii in Definition 1.1, we havek
g t , h t , x ª 0 k ª q` , .  . .k k k
5   ..5 5 5 5  .5 but g t , h t , x s x G a , this is impossible. Hence, h t, x simi-k k k k
5  .5.larly g t, x is positive definite.
 .  .LEMMA 2. Let r t be distance from the origin to the boundary of I Gt
 .  .see Definition 1.1 . Then r s inf r t ) 0.0 t g R
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 4 Proof. If r s 0, then there exist a sequence x ; ­ G ­ G denotes0 k
.  4the boundary of the set G and t ; R such thatk
h t , x ª 0 k ª q` 3.0 .  .  .k k
 4On the other hand, it follows from x ; ­ G that there exists a constantk
5 5 Xa ) 0 such that x G a . By Lemma 1, there is a constant a ) 0 suchk
X5  .5  .that h t, x G a for t g R. This contradicts 3.0 , therefore r ) 0.k 0
LEMMA 3. If f ; f, then f ; f.
Proof. It follows from f ; f that there exist a neighborhood G of the
origin in Rn and a uniformly almost periodic function h: R = G ª Rn in
 .  .t g R uniformly on G such that h satisfies i ] iv in Definition 1.1. Let
 .  5 5 4  .  .S r s p N p - r . Then S r ; F I G from Lemma 2. Hence0 0 0 t g R t
 .  .S r ; G, where G is the set of all interior points of F I G . G, thus,0 t g R t
is a domain of the origin in Rn.
n  .  .  .It is obvious that g : R = G ª R as Definition 1.1 satisfies i ] iii
 .and in Definition 1.1. Now we show that g satisfies iv in Definition 1.1.
 .  .  .For any t , y g R = G, y t; t , y denotes a solution of 1.2 with0 0 0 0
 .  .y t s y , and its existence interval with values in G is T , T . Let0 0 1 2
 .  .  .g t , y s x , then x g G and y s h t , x . From iv in Definition 1.1,0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  ..  .  .  .h t, x t; t , x is a solution of 1.2 on T , T , where T , T is in0 0 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .Definition 1.1, and x t; t , x is a solution of 1.1 with x t ; t , x s x .0 0 0 0 0 0
  ..  .By h t , x t ; t , x s h t , x s y , we have0 0 0 0 0 0 0
h t , x t ; t , x s y t ; t , y , for t g T , T . .  .  . .0 0 0 0 1 2
 .  .If T ) y`, then it follows from x T ; t , x g ­ G and ii in Defi-1 1 0 0
  ..  .  .nition 1.1 that h T , x T ; t , x g ­ I G , that is, y T ; t , y g1 1 0 0 T 1 0 01
 .  .­ I G . From G ; I G , we have T G T . Similarly, T F T . HenceT T 1 1 2 21 1
 .   ..  .x t; t , x s g t, y t; t , x , for t g T , T .0 0 0 0 1 2
From Lemmas 1]3, the proof of the following lemma is trivial.
LEMMA 4. The APT equi¨ alence is an equi¨ alence relation.
1  . 1LEMMA 5. Let f g B and 1.1 be APS stable with respect to B . If
f g B1 and
5 5f t , x y f t , x q D f t , x y D f t , x s o x , when x ª 0, .  .  .  .  .x x
then f ; f.
Proof. By the condition of the lemma, there is a constant r ) 0 such
 < 1 5 5 1 4that f ; f for all f g f f g B , f y f - r . On the other hand,B1 1
 < n 5 5 4there exists a ball S s x x g R , x - r ; D such that0
sup f t , x y f t , x q sup D f t , x y D f t , x - rr2. .  .  .  .x x
tgR , xgS tgR , xgS
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It follows from the theory of almost periodic functions that there exists
1 5 5 1  .  .  .f g B such that f y f - r and f t, x s f t, x for t, x gB0 0 0
R = S. Therefore f ; f . Let h be the APT equivalence function of f0
and f , and G be the APT equivalence domain of f and f . Then h s0 0 0
<  .  .h and G s S l G satisfy i ] iv in Definition 1.1. Hence,R= S l G. 0
f ; f. This completes the proof of the lemma.
w xUsing the same argument as the proof of Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 in 7 ,
we obtain respectively
LEMMA 6. Suppose that there exist constants M ) 0, c ) 0 such that
f t , 0 F M , for t g R , .
5 5f t , x y f t , x F c x y x , for x , x g D , t g R , .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .and y t; t , x is the solution of 1.1 with y t ; t , x s x. Then for e¨ery
 . 2  .r , t g R , y t q r ; t q t , x is a uniformly almost periodic function in t0 0 0 0
uniformly for x g D.
 .  .LEMMA 7. Suppose that 1.3 admits an exponential dichotomy on R
 .  .with the projection P and constants a ) 0 and b G 1, and f t, x , f t, x1 2
are uniformly almost periodic functions such that
f t , x F M , for t , x g R = D , i s 1, 2, .  .i
5 5f t , x y f t , x F L x y x , x , x g D , t g R i s 1, 2 , .  .  .i 1 i 2 1 2 1 2
 .where 0 - L - ar4b. Then for any t , x g R = D, the differential system
dz
s A t z q f t , z q y t ; t , x y f t , y t ; t , x 3.1 .  .  .  . .  .2 1dt
 .has a unique bounded solution z t, t such thatx
t y1z t , t s X t PX s .  .  .Hx
y`
= f s, z s, t q y s ; t , x y f s, y s ; t , x ds .  .  . . .2 x 1
q`
y1y X t I y P X s .  .  .H
t
= f s, z s, t q y s ; t , x y f s, y s ; t , x ds .  .  . . .2 x 1
3.2 .
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 .and z t, t is a uniformly almost periodic function in t uniformly for x g Dx
with
4bLM
z t , t F F M for all t , x g R = D , .  .x a
 .where y t; t , x is the solution of the differential system
dx
s A t x q f t , x 3.3 .  .  .1dt
 .with y t ; t , x s x.
 .LEMMA 8. Suppose the system 1.3 with almost periodic coefficient matrix
 .has an exponential dichotomy. Then if 1.3 and the almost periodic system
dx
s B t x 3.4 .  .
dt
 .are APT equi¨ alent, 3.4 also has an exponential dichotomy.
w xProof. See Lemma 1 and Remarks in 13, p. 18 .
 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let the variational system of 1.1 at zero
solution be
dx
s A t x , 1.3 .  .
dt
 .  .  . w x  .where A t s D f t, 0 and D f t, x s ­ f r­ x . Then A t is anx x i j n=n
n = n almost periodic matrix. In fact, for 1 F j F n, 1 F i F n, and every
 k .4  4 k .  .x ; R _ 0 with x ª 0 k ª q` and x g D, where the jthj j k
component of x is x k . and the other components of x are zero, wek j k
w  .  .x k ..  .  .  .have f t, x y f t, 0 1rx s ­r­ x f t, u x , where f t, x si k i j j i k
  .  ..Tf t, x ,???, f t, x , 0 - u - 1, T denotes transpose. Hence,1 n
 .  .­r­ x f t, u x is an almost periodic function. It follows fromj i k
 .  .  .  .lim D f t, x s D f t, 0 uniformly on t that ­r­ x f t, 0 is anx ª 0 x x i i
 .almost periodic function. A t thus is an almost periodic matrix.
Now we divide the proof of the theorem into two steps as follows.
 .Step I. We show that the system 1.1 is APS stable with respect to
1  .B if and only if its variation system 1.3 at zero solution is APS stable
with respect to B1.
 1Suppose that there exists r ) 0 such that for any f g f N f g B and
5 5 1 4  .  .f y f - r , we have f ; f. Then by lim D f t, x s D f t, 0B x ª 0 x x
 .  .  .uniformly on t, there exists d ) 0 such that f t, x s A t x q f t, x1
 1.f g B and1
r0
sup f t , x y A t x q sup D f t , x y A t - , .  .  .  .x 2tgR , xgS tgR , xgSd d
 < n 5 5 4  .  .where x g S s x x g R , x - d ; D, 0 - r - r. Let A t, x s A t x,d 0
5 5 1  .  .then f y A - r r2, hence 1.1 ; 1.3 .B 0
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 < 1 5 5 1 4On the other hand, for every f g f f g B and A y f - r r2 ,B2 2 2 2 0
5 5 1 5 5 1 5 5 1we have f y f F f y A q A y f - r r2 q r r2 s r - r,B B B2 2 0 0 0
 . 1therefore f ; f . From Lemma 4, 1.3 is APS stable with respect to B .2
This completes the proof of the ``only if'' part of Step I. Similarly, we can
prove the ``if'' part of Step I.
 .  .Step II. We show that the variational system 1.3 of 1.1 at zero
1  .solution is APS stable with respect to B if and only if 1.3 admits an
exponential dichotomy on R.
 . 1First, suppose that 1.3 is APS stable with respect to B . Then there
exists r ) 0 such that
A ; A q f ,0
 < 1 5 5 1 4for every f g f f g B , f - r . By modifying the arguments usedB0 0 0 0
w xin 13, p. 21 , it is not hard to show that the almost periodic systems with
integral separation are dense in AP . Without loss of the generality, we1
 .assume that 1.3 is an APS stable system with integral separation. From
w x  .Remarks in 15, p. 193 , we know that 1.3 has a pure point spectrum.
Therefore there is a constant r : 0 - r - r such that0 0
dx
s A t y r I x 3.5 .  .0dt
 .  .admits an exponential dichotomy on R. It is evident that 1.3 ; 3.5 . Let
 .  .  .h t, x be the APT equivalence function of 1.3 and 3.5 , defined on
 .  .R = S S ; D . If 1.3 admits no exponential dichotomy on R, thend d
 .  .there is a system dxrdt s B t x in the hull of 1.3 which has a nontrivial
 .  .  .bounded solution y t on R, where B t s lim A t q t . From thek ªq` k
w x  .properties of almost periodic functions 5 , we know that x t s0
 .  .lim y t y t is a nontrivial bounded solution of 1.3 on R, M sk ªq` k 0
5  .5  .  .  .  .sup x t - q`. Let x t s dr3M x t . Then x t is also at g R 0 1 0 0 1
 . 5  .5nontrivial bounded solution of 1.3 with sup x t - dr3. Let S st g R 1 d r3
n < 5 5 4x x g R , x - dr3 ; S . Then S is a bounded closed set andd d r3
 .   . < 4I S thus is a bounded closed set. It follows from x t t g R ; St d r3 1 d r3
   .. < 4  .   ..that h x t t g R ; I S . Hence, h t, x t is a nontrivial boundedt 1 t d r3 1
 .  .solution of 3.5 . However, this is impossible, since 3.5 admits an expo-
 .nential dichotomy. Therefore, 1.3 admits an exponential dichotomy on R.
 .Secondly, suppose that the system 1.3 admits an exponential dichotomy
 .on R, that is, there exist a fundamental matrix X t , a projection P, and
two constants a ) 0 and b G 1 such that
y1X t PX s F b exp ya t y s , for t G s .  .  . .
y1X t I y P X s F b exp ya s y t , for t F s. .  .  .  . .
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1 5 5 1We will show that for every f g B with f F ar8b the differen-B1 1
 .tial system 1.3 and
dx
s A t x q f t , x 3.6 .  .  .1dt
are APT equivalent in the neighborhood of the origin of Rn.
 .In fact, let d s ar2b then from Lemma 7, for every t , x g R = S ,d
the system
dz
s A t z q f t , z q y t ; t , x 3.7 .  .  . .1dt
 . 5  .5has a unique bounded z t, t with z t, t F ar4b , which satisfies thex x
integral equation
t y1z t , t s X t PX s f s, z s, t q y s ; t , x ds .  .  .  .  . .Hx 1 x
y`
q`
y1y X t I y P X s f s, z s, t q y s ; t , x ds .  .  .  .  . .H 1 x
t
3.8 .
 .  .and z t, t is uniformly almost periodic, where y t; t , x is a solution ofx
 .  .the system 1.3 with y t ; t , x s x.
Now we define a function H: R = S ª Rn asd
H t , x s x q z t , t , t , x g R = S , 3.9 .  .  .  .x d
 .then H t, x is a uniformly almost periodic function in t with respect to x.
 .It is easily verified that lim H t, x s 0 uniformly on t g R, andx ª 0
 .  .  .z t, 0 s z t, t . Consequently, for a solution y t; 0, x of the systemx y t ; 0, x .
 .  .  4  .1.3 on T , T > 0 with y 0; 0, x s x, since1 2
d
H t , y t ; 0, x s A t y t ; 0, x q z t , 0 .  .  .  . . xdt
q f t , y t ; 0, x q z t , 0 .  . .1 x
s A t H t , y t ; 0, x q f t , H t , y t ; 0, x , .  .  . .  . .1
  ..  .  .  4H t, y t; 0, x is a solution of the system 3.6 on T , T > 0 , and is an1 2
 .  .almost periodic function with value in I S as y t; 0, x is an almostt d
periodic function with value in S .d
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 .Similarly, there is a uniformly almost periodic function G t, x which
satisfies
 .  .i lim G t, x s 0 uniformly on t g R;x ª 0
 .   ..  .  .ii G t, y t; 0, x is a solution of the system 1.3 on T , T as1 2
 .  .  .   ..y t; 0, x is a solution of the system 3.6 on T , T , and G t, y t; 0, x is1 2
 .an almost periodic function with value in S as y t; 0, x is an almostd
 .periodic function with value in I S .t d
 .  .  .For every t , x g R = S , let y t; t , x be a solution of the system 1.3d
 .  .    ...  .with y t ; t , x s x. Then z t s G t, H t, y t; t , x y y t; t , x is a1
 .bounded solution of the system 1.3 because of the construction of H
 .  .and G. It follows from the exponential dichotomy of 1.3 that z t s1
   ...  .   ..G t, H t, y t; t , x y y t; t , x ' 0. We take t s t , then G t, H t, x s
  ..  .x. Similarly, we have H t, G t, y s y, ; y g I S . Therefore, for anyt d
t g R,
H : S ª I S .t d t d
is a homeomorphism. It follows from the proof above that H satisfies
 .  .  .  .  .i ] iv in Definition 1.1. Hence, 1.3 ; 3.6 . Consequently, 1.3 is APS
1stable with respect to B . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let H f be the hull of f , 1.3 be the varia-
 .  .  .tional system of 1.1 at zero solution, H A be the hull of A t , and the
differential system
dy
s B t y 3.10 .  .
dt
be the variational system of the differential system
dy
s g t , y 3.11 .  .
dt
 .at zero solution for any g g H f . Then it follows from theory of almost
 .  .   ..  .periodic functions that B t s D g t, 0 g H D f t, 0 s H A , andx x
 .  .  .lim D g t, x s D g t, 0 uniformly on t g R. If the system 1.1 isx ª 0 x x
APS stable with respect to B1, then, from Theorem 2.1 and conditions, the
 .system 1.3 admits an exponential dichotomy on R. Consequently, the
 .  w x.system 3.10 admits an exponential dichotomy on R see 3 . From
 . 1Theorem 2.1 again, the system 3.11 is APS stable with respect to B . We
complete the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Remark 3.1. It follows from the denseness of linear almost periodic
systems with exponential dichotomy in the class of almost periodic systems
with integral separation that the proof of Theorem 2.3 is simple.
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4. AN EXAMPLE OF THE NONLINEAR
ÈSCHRODINGER EQUATION
We consider the scalar second order nonlinear differential equation
d2 x
y cos t y 2 x s « p t , x , 4.1 .  .  .2dt
 .where constant « ) 0, p t, x is a uniformly almost periodic function in t
 .uniformly on x g R with p t, 0 s 0 and
lim pX t , x s pX t , 0 4.2 .  .  .x x
xª0
uniformly on t g R, and pX is bounded in R2.x
 .Equation 4.1 is equivalent to the differential system
d yx s . 4.3 .y /  /cos t y 2 x q « p t , x .  .dt
 .   .  ..T  .Let F t, x, y s y, cos t y 2 x q « p t, x . Then F t, x, y is an al-
 . 2  .most periodic function in t uniformly on x, y g R with F t, 0, 0 s 0,
and
0 1lim D F t , x , y s D F t , 0, 0 s .  .x y x y  /cos t y 2 0xª0, yª0
uniformly on t g R, where D F is the Jacobian matrix of F.x y
It is obvious that the differential system
d 0 1x xs 4.4 .y y /  / /cos t y 2 0dt
 .is the variational system of the system 4.3 at zero solution.
In order to prove our main result in this section, we give
 . 1LEMMA 4.1. The differential system 4.4 is APS stable with respect to B .
 .Proof. Obviously, the variational system of the system 4.4 at zero
solution is itself. We construct a quadratic form
V t , x , y s x 2 sin t q 2 cos t q 2 xy. .  .
 .It is easy to see that V t, x, y is bounded and regular for t g R, and
Ç 2 2<V s cos t y 2 cos t q 2 cos t y 2 x q 2 cos t q 2 y . .  .  . .4.4.
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 .  . .  .Let F t s cos t y 2 cos t q 2 cos t y 2 . Since sup cos t y 2 s0 t g R
y1 - 0, we have
F t G cos t q 2 cos t q 2 s 3 cos t q 4, .  .0
Ç .and hence inf F t ) 0. Therefore V is a positive definite quadratict g R 0
 .  w xform, and system 4.4 admits an exponential dichotomy on R see 4 and
.  .its references . From Theorem 2.1, the system 4.4 is APS stable with
1respect to B . We complete the proof of this lemma.
 .THEOREM 4.1. There exists « ) 0 such that the differential system 4.30
 .has no nontri¨ ial almost periodic solution for e¨ery « g 0, « .0
Proof. Suppose that this is not true, that is, for any « ) 0, there exists0
 .  .  .« g 0, « such that 4.3 has a nontrivial almost periodic x t s0
  .  ..T  .  .x t , y t . By Lemma 4.1, there exists « ) 0 such that 4.3 ; 4.4 for1
 .  .  .  .  .every « g 0, « . Let « s min « , « . Then 4.3 ; 4.4 as « g 0, « .1 1 0
 .Let h t, x be their APT equivalent function. It follows from the properties
  ..  .of h that h x t is a nontrivial almost periodic solution of 4.4 . This ist
impossible. We complete the proof of this theorem.
Remark 4.1. The result can also be obtained by other methods, for
instance, the fixed point theorem in Banach space.
COROLLARY 4.1. There exists « ) 0 such that the differential equation0
 .  .4.1 has no nontri¨ ial almost periodic solution for e¨ery « g 0, « .0
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